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Governance

• 5 yearly Constitution reform
• 2 phase approach
• Short term : public accountability

– Monitoring body
– Composition of Board
– Standards Advisory Council
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Looking back to the past
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2002 2003 2004 2005 20062001 2007

Establishment of IASB

EU regulation adopting IFRS
Norwalk agreement between IASB 
and FASB

Australia, HK, NZ and SA commit to 
adopting IFRS
IFRS 1 for first time adopters 

Enhanced due process adopted by IASB
Improvements and stable platform 
completed in Q1

Transition to IFRS
SEC publishes roadmap to 
removing reconciliation

MoU FASB – IASB
China adopts new accounting 
standards substantially in line 
with IFRS

Brazil, Canada, 
Chile, India, Japan, 
Korea establish 
time lines to adopt 
or converge to IFRS
US SEC removes 
reconciliation for 
FPI’s reporting 
under IFRS



Use of IFRSs around the world 8

For domestic listed entities Number of 
jurisdictions

IFRSs required for all 85
IFRSs required for some 4
IFRSs permitted for all or some 24



Use of IFRSs around the world, continued 9

For domestic unlisted (private) entities Number of 
jurisdictions

IFRSs required for all 28
IFRSs required for some 20
IFRSs permitted for all or some 36
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10Requirements in European Union: Feb 2008

• 30 EU & EEA Members
• Financial statements of public (listed) entities:

Consol. Consol. 
F/SF/S

Separate Separate 
CompanyCompany

IFRSsIFRSs not permittednot permitted 00 77
Required for allRequired for all 3030 88
Required for some,Required for some,
permitted for otherspermitted for others

00 55

Permitted for allPermitted for all 00 1010
Permitted for somePermitted for some 00 00
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11Requirements in European Union: Feb 2008

• 30 EU & EEA Members
• Financial statements of non-public entities

Consol. Consol. 
F/SF/S

Separate Separate 
CompanyCompany

IFRSsIFRSs not permittednot permitted 00 99
Required for allRequired for all 33 22
Required for some,Required for some,
permitted for otherspermitted for others

88 66

Permitted for allPermitted for all 1414 88
Permitted for somePermitted for some 55 55



12Use of IFRSs – the ideal

Ideally, adopt IFRSs as the reporting framework: 
• IFRSs as issued by the IASB in full
• Audit report and basis of presentation note refer to 

conformity with IFRSs
• Without local ‘endorsement’
Use of IFRSs means all standards and all 

interpretations
• Sometimes the ideal is hard to achieve



13Use of IFRSs – variations from ideal

Problems with local ‘endorsement’:
• Urge to tinker
• Time delay
• Politicisation
• Cost
• What does audit report refer to?
• If not IFRSs, will users understand?
• If carve-out, what is the replacement standard?
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Outline

• Broad systemic issues across international 
capital markets

• The crisis from a financial reporting perspective
• Standard setting response to the credit crisis
• Long-term solutions to financial instruments 

accounting
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A crisis of confidence

• Securitisation dispersed sub-prime losses around the 
world

• Poor understanding of where losses have ended up 
caused a crisis of confidence in counter-parties

• Resulting contagion has frozen interbank lending and 
triggered a significant re-pricing of risk

• A vast majority of losses are real, not “accounting 
losses” due to market illiquidity (e.g see IMF reports)

• Confidence will only return with enhanced 
transparency and disclosure
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What to do about the Financial Transparency crisis  – Harry M. 
Markowitz (1990 Nobel prize in Economic sciences)

An important component of the financial crisis is the obscurity of 
billions of dollars of financial instruments…The layers of 
financially engineered products of recent years, combined with 
high levels of leverage, have proved to be too much of a good 
thing…

The perfect storm…The result is that nobody knows the risks to 
which they and their possible counter parties are exposed…the 
problem was not lack of liquidity, it was lack of confidence. The 
long-term effectiveness of the [Paulson] bailout plan remains 
unknown until firms, counter parties, regulators and their 
supervisors are able to accurately value the exotic financial 
instruments…We cannot reasonably expect that we will have the 
opportunity to sell these [700 bn$] securities until we have 
assigned a value to them.



Focus on fair value / mark to market

• A proxy for a broader debate on:
– the purpose of financial statements (neutrality; snapshot, not a

forecast)
– transparency & disclosure vs. opaqueness

• Widespread misconceptions about FV
– When it is required
– Misunderstanding of US GAAP requirements
– Confusion with prudential regulations and capital adequacy (e.g. the 

debate on pro-cyclicality)

• Worst form of accountancy, except for all others*
– Fair value accounting part of the cure, not the disease**
– Fair value revealed the symptoms of crisis much earlier

* Both The Economist (Mark it and weep, 10 March 2008) and FT (Accountancy column, 11 July 2008)

** FT (Lex Column – 23 May 2008)
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Standard-setters’ response

• Financial Stability Forum (FSF) tasked with managing the 
global regulatory response

• FSF report in April 08
– endorsed by G7
– provides 67 recommendations

• Three of these recommendations related to financial 
reporting

– form core of standard-setters’ response to credit crisis

• IASB and FASB announced joint approach to dealing with 
reporting issues arising from the global crisis

– High-level advisory group and international round tables
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FSF recommendations and follow up

1. Accelerate enhancements to accounting and 
disclosure of off-balance sheet vehicles

2. Form expert panel to enhance guidance when 
applying fair value in illiquid markets

3. Strengthen disclosure standards
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1. Off balance sheet accounting

• Consolidation project 
– when to bring an entity onto the balance sheet

• Derecognition project
– when to remove an asset from the balance sheet

• FASB Revision to FIN46R and FAS 140
– exposure drafts issued

• IASB Consolidation exposure draft in Q4 2008
• IASB Derecognition exposure draft to follow 

shortly after
• Objective—joint standards
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2. Fair value in illiquid markets

• Panel formed in June 2008
– Expert group of 20 members
– Tasked with identifying enhancements to guidance
– Private meetings, public summaries, meetings in July, August and

September 2008
– Findings reported to Board in September 2008 and taken into 

account when developing amendments to IFRS7 – disclosures 
relating to fair value hierarchy 

– Report published 31st October with accompanying IASB staff position 
paper – will be included in IASCF educational materials

• SEC and FASB staff releases (30 September- 10 October)
– Reviewed by IASB staff and considered OK with IAS39  
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2 bis – Reclassification out of FV
• 4th-7th October: demands by Eurogroupe and ECOFIN
• 9 October: Trustees support accelerated steps by IASB
• 13th October : IASB issues revisions to IAS39 and IFRS7 

“Reclassification of financial Assets”
– Appropriate disclosures necessary when reclassification is 

made, to fully inform investors
– Creates level-playing field with US GAAP – was one of our 

long established convergence goals 
– Specific regime for transition period until 31st October 2008
– 16th October: Endorsed standard published in EU following 

positive advice by EFRAG and unanimous ARC vote



3. Enhancements to disclosure

• IFRS 7, introduced 2007 – First year application

• IFRS 7 appears to have withstood stress-testing of current 
markets well

– e.g. disclosed short-term funding risks of Northern Rock

• Further enhancements may be required
– 2nd October: additional Board meeting to discuss improvements to 

IFRS7 and disclosures for off balance sheet entities
– ED “Improving Disclosures about Financial Instruments” published by 

IASB on 15 October – shortened consultation period (15/12/2008)
– Application required for periods beginning 1st July 2009

• FASB disclosure ED issued September 2008
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Other recent, noteworthy positions

• Letter from European Commission to IASB asking for 
other technical points to be looked at “subject to 
appropriate due process tailored to reflect the 
urgency of the situation”

• Those technical matters will be fed to the High Level 
Advisory Group and discussed at the upcoming 
roundtables (London 14/11/08, others t.b.a.)

• Subsequent actions will have to be undertaken jointly 
with FASB to maintain a level playing field and a 
coordinated response to the crisis



Other recent, noteworthy positions

• Globally coordinated solutions are preferable*
– Joint Release IASB-FASB 20th October : IASB and 

FASB Commit to a Global Approach to Enhance Market 
Confidence

– 21st October- IOSCO statement supporting 
independence of standard setting and coordinated 
approach to the crisis

– 21st October- Joint CESR/CEIOPS/CEBS statement 
acknowledging competence of IASB and supporting the 
Reclassification amendment avoiding an EU carve out

* President Nicolas Sarkozy said when he addressed the European 
Parliament: “This is a global crisis, so the response can only be global”. 



Longer term issue

Address complexity in accounting for financial 
instruments

• IAS 39 never been subject to comprehensive review 
by IASB

Sources of complexity
• Financial instruments are complex 
• Many rules and exceptions to underlying principles
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A significant source of complexity 28



Financial instruments (complexity)

Resulting problems
• For users to understand the information reported
• For preparers to apply the requirements properly
• For others to audit, analyse and regulate the entity
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Many have urged the standard-setters to produce 
principle-based standards that are less complex



Sources of complexity

• Accounting complexity addressed in paper are:
– the many ways of measuring financial instruments
– hedge accounting

• Other accounting complexity not addressed in 
paper include:

– scope of standards
– derecognition of financial instruments (separate project)
– presentation and disclosures
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Paper asks which way to go?

• Do nothing?
• Intermediate approach?
• Long-term approach of one measurement method?
• Or something else?
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Intermediate approach 32

Approach 1 Amend existing measurement 
requirements, e.g. reduce number of 
categories of financial assets.

Approach 2 Replace existing measurement 
requirements with a fair value 
measurement principle with some optional 
exceptions.

Approach 3 Simplify hedge accounting.

Some other approach?
Could be considered in isolation or in combination. 



So what will the future look like? 33

Principles Rules
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FASB/IASB agreement

• Align agendas
• Remove differences
• Align interpretation
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MoU between FASB & IASB

• New joint standards where significant improvement 
required 

• Remove selected differences in standards
• Align conceptual framework
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SEC roadmap

2005-2007
• Application of IFRS
• Investors gain knowledge
• All share implementation
experiences

2007-2009
• Status of IFRS/GAAP 

convergence
• SEC review additional 

filings
• Evaluate significance of 

differences
• Recommend elimination 

of reconciliation

37

Roadmap for removal of the 
reconciliation requirement 

completed in 2007



Completing the MoU

• MoU
– Described accelerated convergence programme 

between IASB and FASB
– Short term convergence projects to be completed by 

2008
– Other joint projects identified for completion

• No guidance on timeline past 2008

• Jurisdictions adopting / converging in 2011 do not 
want to change twice

• Therefore, two Boards are providing additional 
guidance on timetable for completion of MoU
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MoU milestones 39

Project Progress towards milestones

Leases Milestone 2011 converged requirements
Expect PVD & DP in Q4 2008

Revenue 
recognition

Milestone 2011 converged requirements
Expect PVD & DP in Q4 2008

Financial 
statement 
presentation

Milestone 2011 converged requirements
Expect PVD & DP in Q3 2008 and 

ED in 2010
Fair value 
measurement 
guidance

Milestone 2010 converged guidance
Work done SFAS 157 and DP Fair Value 

Measurements issued
Expect IASB ED in H1 2009



MoU milestones continued 40

FASB ED issuedWork done

Project Progress towards milestones

Financial 
instruments

Milestone (TBD) converged requirements
Work done PVD and DP on complexity 

issued and FASB ED on 
hedging issued

Expect Agenda decision in Q4 2008
Derecognition Milestone 2010 converged requirements

Expect IASB ED in Q4 2008/Q1 2009
Liabilities and 
equity

Milestone 2011 converged requirements
Work done PVD and DP issued
Expect ED in H2 2009



MoU milestones continued 41

FASB EDs revising FIN46R & 
FAS 140

Work done

Project Progress towards milestones

Consolidation 
and SPE

Milestone 2010 converged requirements

Expect IASB ED in Q4 2008
Post 
employment 
benefits

Milestone 2011 converged requirements
Work done SFAS 158 and DP issued
Expect IASB ED in H2 2009

Joint ventures Milestone 2009 converged requirements
Expect IFRS in H1 2009

Income taxes Milestone 2010 converged requirements
Expect ED in Q4 2008



Outcome of convergence under MoU

• Continued co-operation
• Close alignment of principles
• Goal: shared standards on areas needing 

improvement
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Challenges to convergence

• Starting from different places
• Differences in institutional, regulatory, business, 

and cultural environments
• Potential agenda misalignment
• Getting board to agree/resolve differences
• Resistance to change from certain constituents
• Politics
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Challenges to convergence continued

• Demand for different guidance and special industry 
Standards

• Inconsistent application of IFRSs
– “as adopted” versions resulting from after-the-fact 

endorsement processes
– national flavours due to inconsistent application
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Convergence and US adoption 

Convergence and movement towards
US adoption of IFRS

• November 2007, SEC eliminates reconciliation 
requirement for foreign filers (that use IFRS as 
issued by the IASB)

• Increased interest in US in IFRS
– responses to SEC Concept Release on IFRS option
– SEC Roundtable/FASB Forum/Conferences
– mixed views on IFRS option, requests for date(s) certain, 

many (but not insurmountable) transition issues
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Convergence and US adoption continued

• August 2008 – SEC proposes ‘roadmap’ to eventual 
adoption of IFRS in US

– early adoption would be available to limited group of 
companies starting in 2009

– decision in 2011 whether to move to mandatory adoption 
of IFRS in 2014/15/16 conditioned on progress on 
FASB/IASB MoU, IASB funding/infrastructure  
experience in US

– comment period ends in November 2008
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So now what happens?

• Impact of 2008 Presidential election?
• Continue with MoU program with IASB

– focus on major joint projects
– should we continue ‘short-term’ convergence projects?
– the ‘riding 2 horses’ problem
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The future 49

2008 IFRS in over 100 countries and US 
convergence programme

Near future IFRSs in +150 countries and US 
convergence programme

Vision A single set of high quality global 
accounting standards



50Questions or comments?

Expressions of individual views 
by members of the IASB and 
their staff are encouraged. 
The views expressed in this 
presentation are those of the 
presenters. Official positions of 
the IASB on accounting matters 
are determined only after 
extensive due process 
and deliberation.


